
Mark your 
Calendars--the 
FWAS Messier 

Marathon is 
scheduled for 

March 16! 

Monthly Meeting Notes 

Ron DiIulio showed a video he took 
through one of NTSU's telescopes of the 
occultation of Saturn on December 28th. 
It was a "real time" video, not a time 
lapse, and dramatically showed the 
speed of the moon in its orbit. He also 
told a sad story about how he ended up 
blowing a breaker, stopping the 
telescope's drive and his video camera 
only one minute before Saturn was to 
reappear! Better luck next time Ron! 
And fortunately that next time is coming 
soon, the afternoon and evening of 
February 20th. 
 
Harry Bearman announced that he's 
going to have "Constellation School" for 
all those are interested. Class will be 
held every three months, starting 
February 2nd, at the observing site. 
There's elsewhere in this bulletin. 
 
Tres Ross gave a slide show on M31, 
the Andromeda Galaxy. In addition to 
the beautiful, color full view of M31, M32 
and M110, there  
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nucleus, the globular clusters at its 
periphery, open clusters and dark nebulas. 
Also shown were what Andromeda looks 
like in virtually every wavelength, from X-
Rays to radio waves. The radio "pictures" 
were especially fascinating because of the 
large number of background galaxies that 
didn't show up in the other pictures. 

Inside this issue: 

Observing Notes

Sallie Teames and other FWAS 
members hosted an observing party at 
Rosemont 6th Grade center for the 
kids and their parents.  See full article 
on page 4! 



Whaddya mean "That's a rabbit"?  Constellation School Announced 
…….. By Harry Bearman 

Recently I was talking to someone and the subject of star charts came up. I mentioned that 
I've drawn in the constellations in all of my atlases. Without those lines, all I've got is 
incomprehensible books of dots. Adding in the lines somehow gives character to the charts. I 
can flip through the pages and know where I am in the sky. 
 
That got me to thinking about how intimidating learning the constellations must be to people. 
So here's my plan. For those members interested, I will start holding Constellation School on 
a quarterly basis starting February 2nd at the observing site. I'll also try to give a little 
background into the mythology of the constellation. For me, knowing who it is up there in the 
sky, gives them some personality, and makes them more memorable.  
 
I know it's likely to be cold that first night, but I picked that date so that those members that 
also want to participate in our Messier Marathon on March 16th will have knowledge of at 
least some of the constellations.  
 
So bring a warm coat and open eyes on February 2nd, and learn about how absolutely 
demented the folks that named those things must have been!  

CCD Astrophotos 
…….. By David Jarinko 

Go outside this month about 8pm, face south, and look straight up. There you will see a steady yellowish-orange star. 
But is it a star? No  - it's our old friend Saturn back in all it's glory.  Several degrees to the east is Jupiter pushing 
Satrun onward though the night sky in a race for your attention. This month we will concentrate on Saturn. Saturn, with 
it's beautiful ring system, can be easily seen from just about any location (except under trees!) It is presently just north 

of Aldebaran in Taurus. Just about any size scope will show you the rings of the 6th planet.  
 
Saturn was the Roman god of agriculture and the Greek god Cronus, who was father of Zeus (Jupiter). "Saturday" 
comes from, you guessed it Saturn! Although Saturn has been known about since man first looked up into the night 
sky, it was Galileo who first saw it with a telescope in 1610. It was not until 1659 that Christian Huygens first identified 
that strange pattern around the planet as rings. Although Saturn has the brightest ring system, it is not alone. It seems 
all the gas giants have rings--just very very faint. The gap that can be seen on a still night between the A and B rings is 
called the Cassini Division and seems to be caused by the moon Mimas which is in that location. The ring system is a 
complex interaction between the material in the ring (mostly ice) and a few of moons of Saturn helping to keep the 
rings in shape. This is interaction is presently being studied and hopefully Cassini, which will arrive at Saturn in 2004, 

will help answer many of our questions.  
 
Saturn rotates once every 10 hrs 40 min, thus giving it a noticeable flattening. It is 9.54 AU distance from the sun and 
has an equatorial diameter of 120,536 km. Saturn is composed of about 75% hydrogen, 25% helium, with traces of 
water, ammonia, methane, and is thought to have a rocky core. It has an axis tilt of 26.7 degrees and an orbital period 

of 29.46 years. The tilt is good as it gives us a good view of the rings when at their extreme to us.  
 
The 2 images of Saturn were taken with a quickcam VC and an LX200 at different times of the year from my back yard. 
So please venture out one of these cold clear nights and take a look. If you don't have a scope come out to the club 
site and use one of the many large scopes. 



Planets:   

Mercury:  Early morning risers can find this planet between February 18 and 25th low in the 
sky about 40 minutes before sunrise in the east-southeast. 
 
Venus:  Glorious Venus will return to evening visibility after traveling behind the sun, but not 
until the end of the month.  Look for Venus very low in the western sky shortly after sunset. 
 
Mars:  Look to the west-southwest at dusk for the red planet.  Although not very bright in the 
overall scheme of things, Mars is still the brightest object in this area of the sky.  Mars will set 
by 10 p.m. in the west.   
 
Jupiter:  This giant planet reigns supreme in the constellation of Gemini the Twins.  Jupiter is 
the brightest object in our evening sky with the exception of the moon, glowing about 10 times 
brighter than nearby Saturn 
 
Saturn:  The ringed planet is in Taurus the Bull, shining brilliantly at a magnitude of almost 
0.0…really bright!  If you have a small telescope, take time to look at the almost completely 
exposed underside of the rings! 
 
 
On the evening of February 20, when the moon is at first quarter, it will overtake the ringed 
planet and hide it from our earthly point of view.  Never fear, however, for Saturn will reappear 
about an hour and a half later.  Start watching the high southern sky about 5:20 as the moon 
approaches the ringed planet, covering it around 5:30 p.m.  Saturn will emerge around 7:00 
p.m. 
 
Constellations:  Auriga, Camelopardalis, Canis Major, Columba, Gemini, Lepus, Monoceros, 
Pictor 
 
Looking for a Little More?  If this Skyline whets your appetite, try this website:  
skymaps.com/downloads.html.  It offers a two page pdf brochure that you can print out for 
free.  It has a basic skymap and short lists of visual, binocular, and small telescope objects.  It 
is really good--check it out! 

REMEMBER that the Sidewalk Astronomers will hold FREE public telescope viewing (weather permitting) on the 
north lawn of the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History on Satruday February 23rd beginning at dusk.  Come 

join in the fun and bring the family! 
For more information about the night sky, contact the Fort Worth Museum of Science and History's Noble 

Planetarium at (817) 255-9300 or E-mail at planet@fwmsh.org.  Compiled by FWAS members Don Garland and 
Linda Krouse of the Noble Planetarium, with selected editor's additions. 



TEXAS SOCIETY OF YOUNG ASTRONOMERSTEXAS SOCIETY OF YOUNG ASTRONOMERSTEXAS SOCIETY OF YOUNG ASTRONOMERSTEXAS SOCIETY OF YOUNG ASTRONOMERS    
Astronomy Night at Rosemont 6th Grade 

…….by Sallie Teames 

Thank you, FWAS ASTRONOMERS, for making 
Astronomy Night at Rosemont 6th Grade, Fort Worth 
ISD, on January 24 a tremendous success! 
 
After warming up on pizza, Danny Arthur, Joe 
Ashcroft, Byron Copeland, Mitch Wilson, and 
Mike & Michelle Daniel and daughter, Jackie, set 
up their telescopes in an alcove behind the building. 
(The three walls blocked off the cold air.) 
 
The students and parents were thrilled with the 
excellent images of Jupiter's bands and four Galilean 
moons lined up perfectly; Saturn's rings and some of 
its moons; craters on our moon; and Orion Nebula 
with its "baby stars", the Trapezium. 
 
We also set up the five 60mm Meade beginner 
scopes that our principal, Manuel Cantu, bought for 
Rosemont. Trained students helped other students 
learn to locate Jupiter, Saturn, and the Moon with the 
60mm scopes. 
 
Approximately 125-150 students, parents, teachers, 
and staff attended. Student Chris Cecenas won the 
door prize - a 60 mm Meade telescope. All the 
students who signed in will receive certificates from 
the FWAS Junior Affiliate, "Texas Society of Young 
Astronomers", for "Telescope Viewing". 
 
Again, thank you, FWAS Astronomers, and also, 
Principal Manuel Cantu, and the other science 
teachers at Rosemont 6th, Nancy Garcia and 
Cynthia Valverde, for making the Astronomy Night a 
success! 
 
I had a ball!  
 
 
[Fellow FWAS member Sallie Teames is the local 
sponsor of the Texas Society of Young Astronomers, 
and a science teacher at Rosemont 6th Grade 
School, Fort Worth ISD.] 



NASA Notes …. Jim TimmonsJim TimmonsJim TimmonsJim Timmons

THE LAST DANCE (Galileo)- As the Galileo 
spacecraft headed away from Jupiter after passing 
within 63 miles of Io, commands were sent to take 
the spacecraft out of standby mode. Galileo paced 
itself in a safe mode about thirty minutes before the 
approach to Io. While the loss of the planned 
observations is disappointing, it is worth 
remembering that Galileo's primary mission was 
over in 1997. The spacecraft has be exposed to 
three-and-a-half times the radiation it was designed 
for. In order to prevent the craft from crashing into 
Europa, Galileo is targeted to pass Amalthea in 
November and crash into Jupiter in September, 
2003. 
 
HAVE A (N)ICE DAY (Cryobot)- NASA with 
researchers from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
and the California Institute of Technology along 
with the Norwegian Polar Institute and the 
Norwegian Space Center recently tested an ice 
penetrating robot on a glacier far above the Arctic 
Circle. The robot was successfully tested down to 
75 feet into the glacier. Such a device melts its way 
down, allowing the ice to refreeze behind it to help 
prevent contamination. This Cryobot is being 
considered and tested for studying the polar cap on 
Mars, Europa and Lake Vostok, the Earth's forth 
largest lake which lies under the ice in Antarctica. 

Pluto-Kuiper Mission 

Please consider filling out this survey (https://planetary.org/survey/phorm.php3) for the Planetary Decadal Survey 
which will be used to gauge public interest by NASA on missions to explore the solar system. I hope everyone supports 
sending missions to places we haven't been and especially the Pluto-Kuiper Mission!  
Please send this out to anyone you know it isn't just for space fanatics--it's for taxpayers, tell NASA what you want 
them to do with your money, this is again used by NASA to plan out solar system exploration, in other words its 
important to fill out so we don't see planetary exploration axed.   
If you haven't all heard, a mission to Pluto has been appropriated funds. The US House and Senate conference 
committee have approved $30 million funding for development of the Pluto-Kuiper Belt mission. The language also 
says that the "funds provided should be used to initiate appropriate spacecraft and science instrument development as 
well as launch vehicle procurement," and that NASA proceed with selection of a team to develop the mission.  See also 
www.plutomission.com/ 





Lepus Lepus Lepus Lepus ----    The RabbitThe RabbitThe RabbitThe Rabbit    
…………....Harry BearmanHarry BearmanHarry BearmanHarry Bearman 

Lepus lies directly south of the great hunter, Orion, and so it is 
nicely suited for viewing in February evening skies. The 
mythology of Lepus has been lost, but it was known to the 
Greeks and  is commonly believed to be the prey of Orion. This 
begs the question why such a formidable hunter would bother 
with a rabbit?  He was a big game hunter and sweetheart to 
Diana, Goddess of the Hunt, twin sister of Apollo.  You think 
she's going to be impressed with "Hi honey, I'm home!.  Look, I 
shot a bunny!"  
 
M-79 (NGC 1904) is a small globular cluster about 3.5 degrees 
SSW of Beta Leporis. In the same field, half a degree to the 
SSW of this cluster, is H-3752.  It's approximately 79LY in 
diameter and lies 43,000LY away.  Travelers to there are 
advised to pack a lunch for the trip. 
 
Herschel 3752 is a nice triple star visible in small telescopes, 
35' WSW of M79.  The stars are magnitude 5.5, 6.5 and 9. The 
brighter are yellow-orange and the dimmest is white. 
 
R Lepus, "Hind's Crimson Star" A long period variable star 
with a period of roughly 430 days.  Hind originally described this 
as "an intense crimson, resembling a blood-drop on the 
background of the sky."  It's classified as an "N" or carbon star, 
and has range from about magnitudes 5.5 to 10.5.  It's last 

maximum was around Jul 9th, 2001.   

 

gamma Lep A 3rd magnitude main sequence star with a 6th

magnitude companion has an angular separation of 96".  The 
pair is approximately 29LY distant and their orbit is estimated to 
be 900AU in diameter. The color contrast of the pair is quite 
nice, being described as yellow and garnet. 

The Southern Cross Astronomical Society, founded in 1922, is one of the oldest amateur astronomical societies in the 
Western Hemisphere. Some clubs have an "optical bench--At the Winter Star Party, Southern Cross Astronomical 
Society has an "Optical Beach"!  
 

The Winter Star Party is one of the premiere star parties in the country and is held in one of the southernmost dark sky 
sites in the contiguous United States, affording views of Eta Carina, the Southern Cross, Omega Centauri, Centaurus 
"A", and some of the most beautiful views of the planets that you will ever see. The seeing here is incredible, allowing 
you to see detail on planets like Jupiter and Saturn that you have ever seen before.  
 
There will be plenty of activities to keep one occupied. There were children's programs, various lectures by ten different 
speakers, mirror grinding classes, swimming, fishing, sightseeing, twelve hour observing sessions from 7pm to 7am.  
 
For more details  go to www.scas.org/wsp.html 





ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifieds    
FWAS Membership Info 

Free to Good Home:.  I have an 18 inch 
diameter sonotube, 8 feet long, that I want 
to get rid of.  I had a project in mind when I 
got it, but it hasn't happened, and I don't 
think it ever will!  I just want it out of the 
garage--so it's yours for the taking.  It is in 
perfect condition--make a great tube for a 
rather large scope (or maybe you need to 
pour a huge concrete pillar on your 
property).  Please come get it! Steve Gray 
817-346-2133 steven.w.gray@charter.net 

FWAS Officers: 
President - Harry Bearman 
             817-294-8330, president@fortworthastro.com 
Vice President - Danny Arthur 
             817-732-4702, vicepresident@fortworthastro.com  
Sec/Treas - Tres Ross 
             817-732-0142, secretary@fortworthastro.com 
Chairman, Bd of Trustees - Becky Nordeen 
             817-428-0881, chairman@fortwothastro.com 
Vice Chairman - Ron DiIulio 
             817-249-3092, vicechairman@fortwothastro.com 
 

FWAS Meetings - FWAS meets at 7:30 PM on the third Thursday of the month at 
the Ft. Worth Museum of Science and History, 1501 Montgomery Street.  Guests 
and visitors are always welcome! 
 
FWAS Observing Site - The observing site in Wise County is open to members of 
FWAS at all times.  Guests of members are always welcome.  Six great telescopes 
are available for members' use: two 12" Dobs and four 10" Dobs.  Dark Sky 
etiquette is strictly enforced, except on guest observing nights!  
 

FWAS WebSite - fortworthastro.com: 
      -  Membership Info  
      -  Officers  
      -  Astrophotos  
      -  Observing  
      -  Links - Local weather, etc! 
      -  Message Board 
 

FWAS E-Group - send a blank e-mail to 
fwas-subscribe@yahoogroups.com  to subscribe. Post messages to the group by 
sending e-mail to fwas@yahoogroups.com.  Any message sent to 
fwas@yahoogroups.com will be automatically sent to all members of the list.   

 
Prime Focus - The FWAS newsletter is published monthly.  Letters to the editor, 
articles for publication, photos, or just about anything you would like to have 
included should be sent to Steve Gray at PrimeFocus@FortWorthAstro.com.  
Deadline is the Saturday after the Indoor meeting. 

 
FWAS Annual Dues - $30 for adults, $15 for students.   Send dues C/O Tres Ross 
at the FWAS PO Box return address.   
 
Discount Subscriptions Available: Sky & Telescope  ($30), Astronomy ($30).  
Send subscription renewals  C/O Tres Ross at the FWAS PO Box return address.  
For magazine subscription renewals, please include the magazine's renewal slip.  
Note that a Sky & Telescope subscription through the club entitles you to 10% off 
purchases at the Sky & Telescope on-line store! 
 
Astronomical League Membership -  Your FWAS membership also enrolls you in 
the Astronomical League. This makes you eligible for various observing certificates 
and you get their quarterly magazine, The Reflector. 

Observing Site Reminders: Observing Site Reminders: Observing Site Reminders: Observing Site Reminders:     
-   Sign the logbook in the clubhouse.  
-  Put equipment back neatly when you're 
through. 
-   Leave a log note if there is a club 
equipment problem and please call a club 
officer to let them know!  
-   Turn out the bathroom light and close the 
door tightly! 
-   Last person out, please ... 
       -  Check all doors and lights, 
       -  Make sure nobody left anything out, 
       -  And chain the gate. 
-   Maintain Dark Sky etiquette 
-   Turn out those headlights at the gate!! 



Editor's Note: The  star banners indicate star parties.  Be sure to check with the sponsor for details.   

Ft Worth Astronomical Society 
PO Box PO Box 471162  
Fort Worth, TX  76147-1162 
 

PrimeFocus@FortWorthAstro.com 


